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This paper concerns the large time behavior toward planar rarefaction waves of
solutions for the relaxation approximation of conservation laws in several dimen-
sions. It is shown that a planar rarefaction wave is nonlinear stable in the sense that
it is an asymptotic attractor for the relaxation approximation of conservation
laws.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A system of conservation laws in several space variables has the form
ut+ :
m
i=1
Fi (u)x i=0, (xi , t) # R
1_R+, u # Rn. (1.1)
To approximate this system from the numerical point of view, Jin and Xin
[8] proposed the relaxation system
ut+ :
m
i=1
(vi )x i=0, u # R
n, vi # Rn, (1.2)
vit+Aiux i=&
(vi&Fi (u))
=
, i=1, 2, ..., m, (1.3)
where Ai=ai I, ai>0, i=1, 2, ..., m, and I is an n_n unit matrix. A numeri-
cal scheme to solve (1.2), (1.3) was designed in [8]. The main features of
this scheme are its generality and simplicity.
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The present paper concerns the nonlinear asymptotic stability of planar
rarefaction waves for this relaxation approximation. As the first step, we
consider the scalar equation of conservation in two dimensions,
ut+f (u)x+g(u)y=0, u # R1, (1.4)
and its relaxation approximation,
ut+v1x+v2y=0, (1.5)
v1t+a1ux=&
(v1&f (u))
=
, u, v1 , v2 # R1, (1.6)
v2t+a2 uy=&
(v2&g(u))
=
, (1.7)
where ai>0 (i=1, 2) is a positive constant.
We assume that the flux functions are smooth enough, and that the
equation (1.4) is genuinely nonlinear in the x-direction [13]; i.e., for a fixed
constant a>0,
f "(u)a. (1.8)
The following subcharacteristic condition, proposed in [8], plays an
important role in our stability analysis,
(sc) sup
u # M {
[ f $(u)]2
a1
+
[ g$(u)]2
a2 =<1,
where M/R1 is the state space. We assume M=(c, d ) for simplicity (c, d
may be infinity).
The initial data for (1.5)(1.7) are given by
u(x, y, 0)=u0(x, y ), v1(x, y, 0)=v10(x, y ), v2(x, y, 0)=v20(x, y ),
(1.9)
satisfying
lim
x  \
&u0(x, } )&u\ &L (R1)=0, (1.10)
lim
x  \
&v10(x, } )&f (u\)&L(R 1)=0, (1.11)
lim
x  \
&v20(x, } )&g(u\)&L(R 1)=0, (1.12)
where u\, u&<u+ are two constants. We assume that u+, u& # M=(c, d ).
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A planar rarefaction wave (in the x-direction) ur(x, t) is a solution of the
initial value problem
ut+[ f (u)]x=0 x # R1, t>0, (1.13)
u(x, 0)=ur0(x), (1.14)
where ur0(x) satisfies
lim
x  \
u r0(x)=u
\, (1.15)
d
dx
u r0(x)0, a.e. (1.16)
Since any rarefaction waves of (1.13) with same end states are time
asymptotically equivalent (i.e., they converge to each other in L-norm as
t tends to infinity [11]), for definitness, we will study a smooth rarefaction
wave ur(x, t) of (1.13) with initial data u r0(x) which satisfies u
r
0(x)=u
&,
when x&k0 , and ur0(x)=u
+, when xk0 for some positive constant k0 .
Moreover, ur0(x) # C
7(R1) satisfies
sup
x # R 1
:
7
j=1 }
 jur0(x)
x j }K |u+&u&|
for some positive constant K. For example, we can choose ur0(x) as
ur0(x)=(u
++u&)2+m(x)(u+&u&)2,
where m(x) # C 7(R1), m(x)=&1 for x&k0 , m(x)=1 for xk0 , and
m$(x)0.
We measure the initial perturbation as
#=: &u0( } )&ur0( } )&H 4(R2)+&[v10( } )&f (u
r
0( } ))]x&H 3(R 2)+&[v20( } )]y&H3(R2) .
Then our main result in this paper is the following stability theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that ur(x, t) is a smooth planar rarefaction wave
with initial data ur0(x), and the subcharacteristic condition (SC ) is satisfied.
Then there exists a constant #0 such that if |u+&u& |+##0 , then the
problem (1.5)(1.7), (1.9) has a global smooth solution (u(x, y, t), v1(x, y, t),
v2(x, y, t)) satisfying
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lim
t  
&u( } , t)&ur( } , t)&L(R 2)=0, (1.17)
lim
t  
&v1( } , t)&f (ur( } , t))&L(R 2)=0, (1.18)
lim
t  
&v2( } , t)&g(ur( } , t))&L(R 2)=0. (1.19)
In the following, we assume ==1 in (1.6), (1.7); this is not restrictive,
since we can reduce to this case by changing varibles.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on a stability result of rarefaction
waves for the system of conservation laws with relaxation term in one
dimension (see [10]) and an L2-energy estimate. The one-dimension
stability of expansive waves for the system of conservation laws with
relaxation was established by Liu [10]. To make use of this stability result,
we construct a planar solution u (x, t), v 1(x, t) which is the solution of the
problem
u t+v 1x=0, (1.20)
v 1t+a1u x=&(v 1&f (u )), (1.21)
u (x, 0)=ur0(x), v 1(x, 0)=f (u
r
0(x)). (1.22)
According to the stability results in [10], we know that
lim
t  
&u ( } , t)&ur( } , t)&L(R 1)=0, (1.23)
lim
t  
&v 1( } , t)&f (ur( } , t)&L(R 1)=0. (1.24)
We will compare the solution (u, v1 , v2)(x, y, t) of (1.5)(1.7), (1.9) with the
function (u (x, t), v 1(x, t), g(u (x, t)). For this purpose, we let
U(x, y, t)=u(x, y, t)&u (x, t),
V1(x, y, t)=v1(x, y, t)&v 1(x, t),
V2(x, y, t)=v2(x, y, t)&g(u (x, t)).
Then U, V1 , V2 satisfy the equations
Ut+V1x+V2y=0, (1.25)
V1t+a1Ux=f (u +U )&f (u )&V1 , (1.26)
V2t+a2Uy=g(u +U )&g(u )&V2&g(u )t . (1.27)
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It is easy to obtain from (1.26) and (1.27) that
V1(x, y, t)=e&tV1(x, y, 0)+|
t
0
e&(t&s)[ f (u +U )
&f (u )&a1Ux](x, y, s) ds, (1.28)
V2(x, y, t)=e&tV2(x, y, 0)+|
t
0
e&(t&s)[ g(u +U )
&g(u )&a2 Uy&g(u )t](x, y, s) ds. (1.29)
Inserting (1.28) and (1.29) into (1.25) gives
Ut+|
t
0
e&(t&s)[( f (u +U )&f (u ))x&a1Uxx] ds
+|
t
0
e&(t&s)[( g(u +U )&g(u ))y&a2Uyy ] ds
+e&tV1x(x, y, 0)+e&tV2y (x, y, 0)=0. (1.30)
We differentiate (1.30) with respect to t to get
Utt+[ f (u +U )&f (u )]x&a1Uxx+g(u +U )y&a2Uyy+Ut=0.
(1.31)
The initial data for U and Ut are given by
U(x, y, 0)=u0(x, y, 0)&ur0(x) # H
4(R2), (1.32)
Ut(x, y, 0)=&V1x(x, y, 0)&V2y(x, y, 0) # H3(R2). (1.33)
In order to apply the L2-energy method to Eq. (1.31), one should have
a good understanding of the properties of u , such as the expansive property
and the estimates of the Cm-norm. The expansive property will be carried
out with the help of some ideas of the comparison principle developed in
[7, 9, 15]. We use the characteristic method to get the estimates of Cm-
norm for u . The subcharacteristic method to get the estimates of Cm-norm
for u . The subcharacteristic condition (SC) plays an important role for
these estimates.
The advantage of using u (x, t), v 1(x, t) instead of ur(x, t), f (ur(x, t)) is
that u (x, t), v 1(x, t) solve (1.5), (1.6) exactly and this enables us easily to
estimate some terms which do not decay in the y-direction.
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Nonlinear stability of elementary waves is an important subject. Impor-
tant progress has been made for the relaxation approximation in the one-
dimensional case (see [6, 10, 12, 14]). In [4, 16], Goodman and Xin
studied the nonlinear stability of shock fronts and planar rarefaction waves
for viscous scalar conservation laws in the multidimensional case. However,
few results are known for the stability of elementary waves for the relaxa-
tion approximation in multidimensional case.
The relaxation phenomena are important in many physical situations.
Some investigations have been made in this subject. We refer to [13, 58,
10, 12, 14, 15] and the references therein.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows, In Section 2, we establish
some properties of u . The basic stability estimate and high order estimates
are given in Section 3 and 4. Finally, we study the existence and large time
behavior of solution of (1.5)(1.7), (1.9) by applying the a priori estimates
derived in Sections 3, 4.
Remark 1.1. The choice of the x-direction in this paper involves no loss
of generality, since we can reduce a general situation to this case by
suitable change of coordinates.
Remark 1.2. There are no difficulties in generalizing the result in this
paper for the two-dimensional case to arbitrary space dimensions by the
same arguments.
2. PRELIMINARIES
It was proved in [10] that if |u+&u& | is suitably small and the sub-
characteristic condition holds, then there exists a unique smooth solution
(u , v 1)(x, t) of (1.20), (1.21), which tends to (ur, f (ur)) as t   in the
L-norm. Moreover, u (x, t) # M=(c, d ) for x # R1, t0. For simplicity of
notation, we let $=|u+&u& |.
We use some ideas developed in [7, 9, 15] to get the important proper-
ties for u .
Lemma 2.1. Suppose the subcharacteristic condition (SC ) holds and
|u+&u& | is suitably small ; then the following properties hold for the smooth
solution of (1.20), (1.21);
u x(x, t)0, x # R1, t0, (2.1)
|u t(x, t)|- a1u x(x, t), x # R1, t0. (2.2)
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Proof. Let w=v 1&- a1 u , z=&v 1&- a1 u ; then we rewrite Eq. (1.20)
and (1.21) as
wt&- a1wx=&G(w, z), (2.3)
zt+- a1zx=G(w, z), (2.4)
where
G(w, z)=
w&z
2
&f \& w+z2 - a1+ . (2.5)
Differentiate (2.3), (2.4) with respect to x, and let p=wx , q=zx , to get
pt&- a1 px=&
1
2 \1+
1
- a1
f $(u )+ p+12 \1&
1
- a1
f $(u )+ q, (2.6)
qt+- a1 qx=
1
2 \1+
1
- a1
f $(u )+ p&12 \1&
1
- a1
f $(u )+ q. (2.7)
For any (x0 , t) # R1_R+, we choose :, ; such that :+t - a1<x0<
;&t - a1 . It follows from [9] and [7] that
|
;&t - a1
:+t - a1
[ p(x, t)]+ dx|
;
:
[ p(x, 0)]+ dx+|
t
0
|
;&s - a 1
:+s - a1
H( p(x, s))
__&12 \1&
1
- a1
f $(u )+ p
+
1
2 \1&
1
- a1
f $(u )+ q& dx, (2.8)
where [ p]+= 12 ( | p|+p), H( p)=
1
2(sgn p+1).
The subcharacteristic condition (SC) and (1.15) imply that
p(x, 0)=( f $(ur0)&- a1)[ur0(x)]$0,
which means that
[ p(x, 0)]+=0. (2.9)
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We have from (SC) that
\1\ 1- a1 f $(u )+>0. (2.10)
Hence, (2.8) implies
|
;&t - a1
:+t - a 1
[ p(x, t)]+ dx|
t
0
ds |
;&s - a1
:+s - a 1
1
2
H( p(x, s)) \1& 1- a 1 f $(u )+ q dx.
Similarly,
|
;&t - a1
:+t - a 1
[q(x, t)]+ dx|
t
0
ds |
;&s - a1
:+s - a 1
1
2
H(q(x, s)) \1& 1- a 1 f $(u )+ p dx.
Combining these two inequalities with (2.10) gives
|
;&s - a 1
:+s - a1
([ p(x, t)]++[q(x, t)]+) dx
C1 |
t
0
ds |
;&s - a1
:+s - a 1
([ p(x, s)]++[q(x, s)]+) dx (2.11)
for some positive constant C1 . So we have from (2.11) and Gronwall’s
inequality that
|
;&s - a 1
:+s - a1
([ p(x, t)]++[q(x, t)]+) dx=0. (2.12)
Especially,
p(x0 , t)0, q(x0 , t)0. (2.13)
The arbitrariness of x0 , t gives
wx(x, t)0, zx(x, t)0 (2.14)
for any (x, t) # R1_R+. Thus
u x(x, t)=&
wx+zx
2 - a1
(x, t)0 (2.15)
for any (x, t) # R1_R+.
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It holds from (2.14) and (1.13) that
|u t |=|v 1x |=| 12 (wx&zx)|=&
1
2 (wx+zx)=- a1u x , (2.16)
which implies (2.2).
We give the Cm-estimates of u (x, t) in the following lemma which we will
use later.
Lemma 2.2. If $=|u+&u&| is small enough, then
sup
x # R 1, t # R+
:
7
j=1 }
 ju (x, t)
x j }O(1)$. (2.17)
Hereafter, O(1) denotes a generic positive constant independent of t.
To prove Lemma 2.2, we prove the following general lemma first.
Lemma 2.3. Let (R, S ) be the solution of
Rt+d1Rx=&A(x, t)R+B(x, t)S+m1(x, t) (2.18)
St+d2Sx=A(x, t) R&B(x, t) S+m2(x, t) (2.19)
with the initial data
R(x, 0)=R0(x), S(x, 0)=S0(x), (2.20)
where d1 , d2 are constants, A(x, t), B(x, t) # [b1 , b2] with 0<b1 , b2<1. Let
Mi=supx # R1, t # R+ |mi (x, t)|, i=1, 2. Then
&R( } , t)&+&S( } , t)&(&R( } , 0)&+&S( } , 0)&+M1+M2)(1&b2)&1,
(2.21)
where & }& denotes the norm in L.
Proof. The solution of (2.18), (2.19) can be expressed by
R(x, t)=R0(x&d1 t) exp _&|
t
0
A(x&d1(t&{), {) d{&
+|
t
0
[BS+m1](x&d1(t&%), %)
_exp _&|
t
%
A(x&d1(t&{), {) d{& d%, (2.22)
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S(x, t)=S0(x&d2 t) exp _&|
t
0
B(x&d2(t&{), {) d{&
+|
t
0
[AR+m2](x&d2(t&%), %)
_exp _&|
t
%
B(x&d2(t&{), {) d{& d%. (2.23)
Let
N1= sup
x # R 1, { # [0, t]
|R(x, {)|,
N2= sup
x # R 1, { # [0, t]
|S(x, {)|.
On account of (2.22) and (2.23),
N1&R0 &+(b2 N2+M1) |
t
0
e&b 1(t&%) d%&R0&+(b2N2+M1).
Similarly
N2&S0 &+(b2N1+M2).
Hence
(1&b2)(N1+N2)&R0&+&S0&+(M1+M2),
which implies (2.21),
Proof of Lemma 2.2. The initial data have been chosen in Section 1 so
that
sup
x # R 1
:
7
j=1 }
 ju (x, 0)
x j }O(1)$.
Let us consider (2.6) and (2.7) again. Set
A(x, t)=
1
2 \1+
1
- a1
f $(u )+ ,
B(x, t)=
1
2 \1&
1
- a1
f $(u )+ .
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Since u # M=(c, d ) if $ is small, the subcharacteristic condition enable us to
choose 0<b1 , b2<1 such that A(x, t), B(x, t) # [b1 , b2]. Then Lemma 2.2
implies
&p( } , t)&+&q( } , t)&
&p( } , 0)&+&q( } , 0)&
(1&b2)
. (2.24)
Thus
&u x( } , t)&O(1)$. (2.25)
Differentiating (2.6) and (2.7) with respect to x gives
( px)t&- a1 ( px)x=&
1
2 \1+
1
- a1
f $(u )+ px
+
1
2 \1&
1
- a1
f $(u )+ qx+f "(u ) u 2x , (2.26)
(qx)t+- a1 (qx)x=
1
2 \1+
1
- a1
f $(u )+ px
&
1
2 \1&
1
- a1
f $(u )+ qx&f "(u ) u 2x . (2.27)
Applying Lemma 2.3 to (2.26) and (2.27), with the help of (2.25), we arrive
at
&u xx( } , t)&O(1)$. (2.28)
Repeating the above procedure, (2.17) follows then.
3. BASIC ENERGY ESTIMATES
We will solve the Cauchy problem (1.31), (1.32) in the space
X(0, T )=[U(x, y, t) # C0(0, T, H 4), Ut # L2(0, T, H 3),
Ux , Uy # L2(0, T, H 3)].
The reason to choose this space is that due to the Sobolev embedding
theorem H4(R2)/C2(R2) and H3(R2)/C1(R2).
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We assume that the solution U(x, y, t) of (1.31)(1.33) belongs to
X(0, T) for some T>0 and set
N(t)= sup
s # [0, t]
(&U( } , s)&H 4(R2)+&Ut( } , s)&H 3(R2)).
In what follows, we always assume that N(T )=0 for some positive con-
stant =0 . It follows from Sobolev’s inequality that
sup
0tT
(&U( } , t)&C2(R2)+&Ut( } , t)&C1(R2))
O(1) N(T )O(1) =0 . (3.1)
Hereafter, we use O(1) to denote a generic positive constant independent
of t, and use & }& to denote the norm in L2(R2). The symbol  will stand
for the triple integral over [0, t]_R2 and  will denote the integral on R2
unless otherwise stated.
It is easy to know from (3.1) that if N(T ) is suitably small, then u(x, y, t)=
u (x, y )+U(x, y, t) # M for 0tT. Let %( y, t)=&U( } , y, t)&2L 2(R1) ; then
%( y, t)|

&
|%y ( y, t)| dy
=|

& }

y |

&
U2(x, y, t) dx } dy
&U( } , t)&2+&Uy ( } , t)&2
N(T )2.
Thus
sup
s # [0, t], y # R1
&U( } , y, s)&L 2(R 1)N(T)2, 0tT. (3.2)
Similarly
sup
s # [0, t], x # R 1
&U(x, } , s)&L 2(R 1)N(T)2, 0tT. (3.3)
With the same procedure, it is easy to show that (3.2) and (3.3) also hold
for the derivatives of U up to the third order.
Multiplying (1.31) by U and Ut respectively, integrating the resulting
equations over [0, t]_R2 gives
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|| UUt(x, y, t) dx dy+ 12&U( } , t)&2+||| [a1U 2x+a2 U 2y] dx dy ds
+||| [[ f (U+u )&f (u )]x U+[ g(U+u )]y U] dx dy ds
&||| U 2t dx dy ds
=|| UUt(x, y, 0) dx dy+ 12&U( } , 0)&2, (3.4)
and
1
2[&Ut( } , t)&
2+a1 &Ux( } , t)&2+a2 &Uy ( } , t)&2]+||| U 2t dx dy ds
+||| [[ f (U+u )&f (u )]x Ut+[ g(U+u )]y Ut] dx dy ds
= 12 [&Ut( } , 0)&
2+a1 &Ux( } , 0)&2+a2 &Uy ( } , 0)&2]. (3.5)
Performing (3.4)+(3.5)_* for a positive constant * leads to
|| UUt(x, y, t) dx dy+
1
2
&Ut( } , t)&2
+
*
2
[&Ut( } , t)&2+a1 &Ux( } , t)&2+a2 &Uy ( } , t)&2]
+||| [a1U 2x+a2U 2y+(*&1)U 2t ] dx dy ds
+||| [[ f (U+u )&f (u )]x U+[ g(U+u )]y U] dx dy ds
+||| *[[ f (U+u )&f (u )]x Ut+[ g(U+u )]y Ut] dx dy ds
=|| UUt(x, y, 0) dx dy+
1
2
&U( } , 0)&2+
*
2
[&Ut( } , 0)&2
+a1 &Ux( } , 0)&+a2 &Uy ( } , 0)&2]. (3.6)
Each term in (3.6) will be estimated separately as follows. First, integration
by parts leads to
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||| [ f (U+u )&f (u )]x U dx dy ds
=||| [ f $(U+u ) UxU+[ f $(U+u )&f $(u )] u xU] dx dy ds
=||| [ 12 f $(U+u )(U2)x+[ f $(U+u )&f $(u )] u xU] dx dy ds
=||| [&12U2[ f "(U+u )(u x+Ux)]
+[ f $(U+u )&f $(u )] u x U] dx dy ds
=||| [&16 f "(U+u )(U3)x+[ f $(U+u )&f $(u )] u xU
&12 f "(U+u ) u xU
2] dx dy ds, (3.7)
||| & 16 f "(U+u )(U3)x dx dy ds
=||| 16 f $$$(U+u )(Ux+u x)(U 3) dx dy ds. (3.8)
We estimate the right hand side of (3.8) as follows. Obviously
U2(x, y, s)=2 |
x
&
UUx(z, y, s) dz2 _|

&
U2 dx&
12
_|

&
U 2x dx&
12
.
Hence, with the help of (3.2), we can arrive at
||| |UxU3 | dx dy ds
=||| |UxU | U2 dx dy ds
2 ||

&
&U( } , y, s)&L 2(R 1) &Ux( } , y, s)&L2(R 1) {|

&
|UxU | dx= dy ds
2 ||

&
&U( } , y, s)&2L 2(R 1) &Ux( } , y, s)&
2
L 2(R1) dy ds
2 sup
s # [0, t], y # R1
&U( } , y, s)&2L2(R 1) ||| U 2x dx dy ds
O(1) N(T)2 ||| U 2x dx dy ds. (3.9)
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In view of (1.8) and Lemma 2.1, we have
[ f $(U+u )&f $(u )] u xU& 12 f "(U+u ) u xU
2bu x U2 (3.10)
for some positive constant b, if |U | is sufficiently small.
Similar to (3.7) and (3.9), one gets
} ||| [ g(U+u )]y U dx dy ds }= 16 } ||| g$$$(U+u ) U3Uy dx dy ds }
2 sup
s # [0, t], y # R1
&U(x, } , s)&2L 2(R1) ||| U 2y dx dy ds
O(1) N(T)2 ||| U 2y dx dy ds. (3.11)
We turn to the estimates of the other terms in (3.6). At first, we have
* ||| [ f (U+u )&f (u )]x Ut dx dy ds
=* ||| [ f $(U+u ) UxUt+[ f $(U+u )&f $(u )] u xUt] dx dy ds. (3.12)
It holds from the CauchySchwarz inequality that
} * ||| [ f $(U+u ) UxUt dx dy ds }

*a1
2 ||| U
2
x dx dy ds+
*k1
2a1 ||| U
2
t dx dy ds, (3.13)
where k1=supu # (c, d ) [ f $(u)]2. Taylor’s expansion gives
f $(U+u )&f $(u )=f "(u ) U+Q,
where Q=O(1) U2. Then
* ||| [ f $(U+u )&f $(u )] u xUt dx dy ds
=* ||| f "(u ) UUt u x dx dy ds+||| Qu xUt dx dy ds
=* ||| [ f $(u )]x ( 12 U2)t dx dy ds+||| Qu xUt dx dy ds. (3.14)
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The second term on the right hand side can be estimated as follows. In
view of (3.1),
} ||| Qu x Ut dx dy ds }O(1) N(T ) ||| u xU2 dx dy ds. (3.15)
We can estimate the first term on the right hand side of (3.14) from the
following equalities and inequalities.
First, integration by parts with respect to t leads to
* ||| [ f $(u )]x ( 12U2)t dx dy ds
=* || 12 [ f $(u )]x U2(x, y, t) dx dy&* || 12 [ f $(u )]x U2(x, y, 0) dx dy
&* ||| 12 [ f $$$(u ) u xu t+f "(u ) u xt] U 2 dx dy dt. (3.16)
It follows from Lemma 2.1, 2.2 that
}* || 12 f $$$(u ) u xu t U2 dx dy ds }O(1) $ ||| u xU2 dx dy ds. (3.17)
In view of Lemma 2.1 and the CauchySchwarz inequality, one has
} * ||| 12 f "(u ) u xt U2 dx dy ds }
= }* ||| u t [ 12 f $$$(u ) u x U2+2 f "(u ) UUx |] dx dx ds }
O(1) $ ||| u xU2 dx dy ds+l ||| U 2x dx dy ds
+O(1) l &1$ ||| |u t | U2 dx dy ds
O(1) $ ||| u xU2 dx dy ds+l ||| U 2x dx dy ds
+O(1) l &1$ ||| u xU2 dx dy ds, (3.18)
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where l is a positive constant to be determined later on. It is easy to show
that
} * ||| [ g(U+u )]y Ut dx dy ds }

*a2
2 ||| U
2
y dx dy ds+
*k2
2a2 ||| U
2
t dx dy ds, (3.19)
where k2=supu # (c, d ) [ g$(u)]2.
We conclude that
|| {UUt(x, y, t)+*2 f "(u ) u xU2(x, y, t)= dx dy+
1
2
&U( } , t)&2
+
*
2
[&Ut( } , t)&2+&Ux( } , t)&2+&Uy ( } , t)&2]
+||| {a1&*a12 &l&O(1) N(T)2= U 2x dx dy ds
+||| {a2&*a22 &O(1) N(T )2= U 2y dx dy ds
+||| {*&1&*k12a1&
*k2
2a2= U 2t dx dy ds
+||| [b&O(1) N(T )&O(1)$&O(1) $l&1] u x U2 dx dy ds
|| {UUt(x, y, 0)+*2 f "(u ) u xU2(x, y, 0)= dx dy+
1
2
&U ( } , 0)&2
+
*
2
[&Ut( } , 0)&2+&Ux( } , 0)&2+&Uy ( } , 0)&2]. (3.20)
Set
k=
k1
a1
+
k2
a2
; (3.21)
then the condition (SC) implies that
0<k<1. (3.22)
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We choose
*=
3&k
2&k
. (3.23)
It follows from (3.22) that
1<*<2, *&1& 12k*>0. (3.24)
l can be chosen as
l={1&(*2)2 = a1 .
We must dominate the term  UUt(x, y, t) dx dy, which can be achieved by
the CauchySchwarz inequality
|UUt |
1
2*1
|U | 2+
*1
2
|Ut | 2,
where we choose *1 such that 1<*1<*.
As a conclusion of the above arguments, we arrive at the following basic
a priori estimate.
Lemma 3.1. There exist positive constants =0 and $0 such that if
N(T )=0 , $=|u+&u&|$0 , then it holds the following basic energy
estimate
&U( } , t)&2+&Ut( } , t)&2+&Ux( } , t)&2+&Uy ( } , t)&2
+|
t
0
[&Ut( } , s)&2+&Ux( } , s)&2+&Uy ( } , s)&2] ds
+|
t
0
|| u xU 2 dx dy ds
O(1)[&U( } , 0)&2+&Ut( } , 0)&2+&Ux( } , 0)&2+&Uy ( } , 0)&2]. (3.25)
4. HIGHER ESTIMATES
In this section we will establish energy estimates on higher order
derivatives of U, which will yield time uniform estimates on U from which
we can obtain the global existence of solutions by a standard continuity
argument. These estimates will be derived by making use of the basic
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estimate (3.25). Since the estimate on Uyy is similar to that on Uxx but
somewhat easier, we will only derive the estimate on Uxx . For this, we
differentiate (1.31) with respect to x, multiply the resulting equation by Ux ,
Utx respectively, and integrate over [0, t]_R2. We find
|| UxUtx(x, y, t) dx dy+ 12&Ux( } , t)&2
+||| [a1U 2xx+a2U 2xy] dx dy ds&||| U 2tx dx dy ds
+||| [[ f (U+u )&f (u )]xx Ux+g(U+u )xy Ux] dx dy ds
=|| UxUtx(x, y, 0) dx dy+ 12&Ux( } , 0)&2 , (4.1)
1
2 [&Utx( } , t)&
2+a1 &Uxx( } , t)&2+a2 &Uxy( } , t)&2]
+||| U 2tx dx dy ds+|| [[ f (U+u )&f (u )]xx Utx
+g(U+u )xy Utx] dx dy ds
= 12 [&Utx( } , 0)&
2+a1 &Uxx( } , 0)&2+a2 &Uxy ( } , 0)&2]. (4.2)
We get a new equation by (4.1)+(4.2)_* with * defined in (3.23). We
estimate some terms which appear in the resulting equation as follows.
Integration by parts gives
} ||| [ f (U+u )&f (u )]xx Ux dx dy ds }
= } ||| [ f (U+u )&f (u )]x Uxx dx dy ds }
 } ||| f $(U+u ) UxUxx dx dy ds
+} ||| [ f $(U+u)&f $(u )] u xUxx dx dy ds }
O(1)(1+l &11 ) ||| [ |u x U2+U 2x |] dx dy ds
+O(1)(l1+$) ||| U 2xx dx dy ds, (4.3)
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} ||| g(U+u )xy Ux dx dy ds }
= } ||| g(U+u )y Uxx dx dy ds }
O(1) l &12 ||| U 2y dx dy ds+l2 ||| U 2xx dx dy ds, (4.4)
where l1 , l2 are arbitrary positive numbers, which can be chosen suitably.
After some computations, with the help of (3.1), we can reach
}* ||| [ f (U+u )&f (u )]xx Utx dx dy ds }
= } * ||| [[ f "(U+u )&f "(u )] u 2xUtx+[ f $(U+u )&f $(u )] u xxUtx
+2f "(U+u ) u x Ux Uxx+f "(U+u ) U 2x Utx
+f $(U+u ) UtxUxx] dx dy ds
_k1 *2a1 +O(1)($+l3+N(T))& ||| U 2tx dx dy ds
+
a1 *
2 ||| U
2
xx dx dy ds
+O(1) ||| [u xU2+U 2x] dx dy ds
+O(1) l &13 ||| u 2xx U2 dx dy ds, (4.5)
where l3 is an arbitrary positive number which can be suitably chosen. The
last term on the right hand side of (4.5) can be estimated with the help of
Lemma 2.2 and integration by parts,
||| u 2xx U2 dx dy ds=&||| u x[u xxxU 2+2u xxUUx] dx dy ds
O(1) ||| [u xU 2+U 2x] dx dy ds. (4.6)
By an approach similar to that above, the term *  g(u +U )xy Utx dx dy ds
can be handled easily.
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We conclude, thanks to Lemma 3.1, that
&Utx( } , t)&2+&Uxx( }, t)&2+&Uxy ( } , t)&2
+|
t
0
[&Utx( } , s)&2+&Uxx( } , s)&2+&Uxy ( } , s)&2] ds
+||| u 2xxU 2 dx dy ds
O(1) N2(0), (4.7)
if N(T) and $ are suitably small.
The estimates on Uyy and Uty are similar but somewhat easier, we ommit
them. We collect the above estimates in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. If N(T ) and $ are suitably small, then
&U( } , t)&H 2(R2)+&Ut( } , t)&H 1(R2)+|
t
0
&(Ux , Uy , Ut)( } , s)&H 1(R2) ds
O(1) N2(0), 0tT. (4.8)
The estimates of the third and forth derivatives of U are similar to those
in the arguments for Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 4.1. So we give only some
estimates for the new terms which may appear. The following estimates, in
which * is as defined in (3.23), contribute to this goal:
} ||| Uxx[ f (U+u )&f (u )]xxx dx dy ds }
= } ||| Uxxx[ f (U+u )&f (u )]xx dx dy ds }
O(1)($+l4+N(T )) ||| U 2xxx dx dy ds
+O(1)(1+l &14 ) ||| [u x U2+u 2xxU 2+U 2x+U 2xx] dx dy ds. (4.9)
The term |*  [ f (U+u )&f (u )]xxx Utxx dx dy ds| can be dominated by
some terms which have been estimated except the term  u 2xxxU
2 dx dy ds,
for which we have the following estimates: Integration by parts leads to
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||| u 2xxxU 2 dx dy ds=&||| u xx[u xxxxU2+2u xxxUUx] dx dy ds
O(1) } ||| u xxu xxxxU2 dx dy ds }
+O(1) ||| [u xxU 2+U 2x] dx dy ds. (4.10)
Integrating by parts again, we have
||| u xx u xxxxU 2 dx dy ds=&||| [u xu xxxxx U2+u xu xxxx UUx] dx dy ds
O(1) $ ||| [u xU 2+U 2x] dx dy ds. (4.11)
Thus
||| u 2xxxU2 dx dy dsO(1) N 2(0). (4.12)
In the estimates of the fourth derivatives of U, the inequality
||| u 2xxxxU 2 dx dy dsO(1) N2(0), (4.13)
which can be obtained in a way similar to that for (4.11), is useful, the
bound of the 7th derivatives of u in Lemma 2.2 is used here.
We end the section with the proposition.
Proposition 4.2 (Time-Uniform Estimate). If N(T ) and $ are suitably
small, then
&U( } , t)&H 4(R2)+&Ut( } , t)&H3(R2)+|
t
0
&(Ux , Uy , Ut)( } , s)&2H 3(R 2) ds
O(1) N2(0), 0tT. (4.14)
5. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR
The global existence of a unique smooth solution of (1.31)(1.33) and
its large time behavior are immediate consequences of Proposition 4.2.
Indeed, combining the standard theory of existence and uniqueness of local
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(in time) solutions with the time-uniform estimates (4.14), one can extend
the local solution for (1.31)(1.33) globaly by the usual continuity process
and show that the estimates (4.14) hold forever (cf. [4, 6]). Thus we have
Proposition 5.1. There exists a positive constant #0 such that if
|u+&u&|+N(0)#0 , then the initial value problem (1.31)(1.33) has a
unique global solution U # X(0, ) satisfying
sup
t0
(&U( } , t)&H4(R 2)+&Ut( } , t)&H3(R 2))+|

0
&(Ux , Uy , Ut)( } , t)&2H 3(R 2) dt
O(1) N 2(0). (5.1)
Now that we have the smooth solution for (1.31)(1.33), (U, V1 , V2)
with V1 , V2 defined in (1.28) and (1.29) is then the unique smooth solution
of (1.25)(1.27) with the initial data (U, V1 , V2)(x, y, 0).
We turn to the proof of Theorem 1.1. First, we show that
lim
t  
&U( } , t)&L(R 2)=0. (5.2)
To prove (5.2), first we have from (5.1) that
|

0 {&(Ux , Uy)( } , t)&2+ }
d
dt
&(Ux , Uy )( } , t)&2 }= dt+,
from which it follows that
lim
t  
&(Ux , Uy)( } , t)&2=0. (5.3)
On the other hand, we can get
&U( } , t)&L (R2)2 &U( } , t)&&Uy ( } , t)&+2 &Uxy( } , t)&&Ux( } , t)&. (5.4)
In fact, for any fixed (x, y, t) # R2_R+, we have
U2(x, y, t)=2 |
x
&

x
[U 2(z, y, t)] dz
2 |

&
|U | |Ux |(x, y, t)|] dx
&U( } , y, t)&2L 2(R 1)+&Ux( } , y, t)&
2
L2(R1) ;
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thus
&U( } , t)&2L (R 2) sup
y # R 1
&U( } , y, t)&2L 2(R1)+ sup
y # R1
&Ux( } , y, t)&2L2(R 1) .
Furthermore, we have, by using the Cauchy inequality, that
sup
y # R 1
&U( } , y, t)&2L 2(R1)= sup
y # R 1
|
y
&

y
&U( } , z, t)&2L2(R 1) dz
&U( } , t)&&Uy ( } , t)&.
Similarly, one may get
sup
y # R1
&Ux( } , y, t)&2L 2(R1)&Ux( } , t)&&Uxy ( } , t)&,
and (5.2) is proved.
With the same approach as above, it is easy to show that
(&Ux( } , t)&L (R2) , &Uy( } , t)&L (R 2))  0
as t  .
Thus, it holds from (1.28) that
&V1( } , t)&L (R2)  0
as t  . It is known from [10] that
&u t( } , t)&L   0
as t  . Thus, (1.29) implies that
&V2( } , t)&L (R2)  0
as t  .
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